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‘Juicers’ paid to charge scooters
Scooter-sharing companies Lime and Bird subcontract people to refuel devices for profit
By Vicente Vera
NEWS EDITOR

Having finished his day
shift as a maintenance worker
in downtown, San Jose
resident Mario Rosas began
his collections at San Jose
State in the dead of night.
He tugged at his truck bed
extender to make sure it was
sturdy enough to handle the
overflow of scooters that were
about to hang over its edges.
But once he parked south
of 7th Street Plaza, Rosas’
only concern was bringing
home enough money to fill
up his gas tank.
Thankfully, he had enough
room in the back of his pickup
truck to reel in more than
$100 worth of scooters in just
one round trip.
Rosas takes home and
charges scooters companies
like Lime and Bird released
onto campus in early 2018.
Now describing it as a
lucrative side gig, the father
of two said he found the
obscure
employment
opportunity through a mobile
game on his phone.
“I was playing a game that
had the advertisement,” said
Rosas.
Most
people
took
advantage of these pay-touse scooters to zip through
San Jose, but the devices also
benefit people like Rosas who
moonlight as “juicers.”
Juicers scout populated
areas like SJSU for dead or

Usually I get
anywhere from 40
to 70 scooters a
day.
Mario Rosas
Lime scooter “juicer”
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San Jose resident Mario Rosas stands over two dozen scooters packed into the back of his pick-up truck.

dying scooters to “harvest,”
meaning they recharge the
battery for a $6 profit per
device.
They can have up to 25
scooters at a time, but are
not limited to any quantity
throughout
the
day,
according to Rosas.
“Usually I get anywhere
from 40 to 70 scooters a day,”
he said. “I can make $300 on
a good day, so people can

definitely make a living out
of this.”
However, Rosas was not
alone in his hunt. He ran into
two colleagues in the middle
of 7th Street Plaza that night.
They exchanged nods and
conversation underneath the
street light as if it were a pit
stop for juicers.
The oldest among them
noticed Rosas was having
trouble scanning the QR

code of a scooter and asked
if he could scan it for himself
instead.
The QR code worked on
his iPhone, so Rosas gave
him the scooter and with it,
he rode off into the night.
“There goes $6,” he said.
“I think I just need to update
the app.”
The other man Rosas
encountered
was
Jeff
Widergren, an SJSU electrical

engineering alumnus who
left his job at Microsoft to
start his own company.
Widergren then awaited
patent approvals for a
proposed app he claimed
would eliminate online
cheating. He said one of the
app’s investors supported
him financially during
this time.
But when they dropped
him, Widergren was left

without a steady source of
income. He burned through
the remainder of his money
and started working a variety
of odd jobs to replenish his
lost savings.
“I did OK at Fry’s, Sprouts
and Macy’s but lost all of
those jobs because of my
drinking,” said the class of
1987 graduate. “I go on binges
sometimes.”
One of Widergren’s
roommates suggested he
invest in motorized scooter
chargers and become a juicer.
He said he fell in love with
the job instantly after Lime
accepted his application.
“This job fits my needs and
is fun, it’s like a hide-and-go
seek,” said Widergren.
Though Widergren and
Rosas only knew each other
through casual run-ins, they
spoke like good friends when
bragging about who took
home the most scooters.
Widergren won that night.
“I started looking around
RIDE | Page 2

Bryan’s Billiards
opens with style
By Javier Velez
STAFF WRITER

Bryan’s Billiards, formerly
known as Nguyen Trai Billiards,
has finished its remodeling process
under new owner Nery Aguiar. It
had its grand opening on Feb. 3.
The remodeling process for
the before-to-after outcome was
noticeable. The cue sticks, balls,
tabletops and even the bathroom
were all in great condition with
that “brand-new” smell.
Not only were the tables brandnew, but different types of tabletops
were installed. Now, 3-Ball and
8-Ball tables cover the majority of
the space in the property.

The new “3-Ball” tables differ
from “8-ball” tables because there
are no pockets in the table.
Everyday use over the years left
the tables in Nguyen Trai Billiards
with noticeably faded felt surfaces.
Nguyen Trai Billiards allowed
smoking in its facility and had
strong support from Vietnamese
Americans in the San Jose
community.
While starting a new business
is never easy, taking over from
a different environment like
Nguyen Trai Billiards was a tough
transition, according to Aguiar.
He said his first change
POOL | Page 2
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Dancing in the dark
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Behavioral science senior Zaida Aleman and SJSU alumnus
Shakun Jain perform on stage for the Chicanx Spring Welcome.
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Motorized scooters lay on top of each other at one of two SJSU
scooter parking locations recently added.

Scooter-sharing hit
with regulations
By Eduardo Teixeira
A&E EDITOR

In an effort to reduce the
clutter of scooters, San Jose State
installed two motorized scooter
parking lots. One lot was placed
near Dudley Moorhead Hall and
the other on South 4th Street
behind Washington Square Hall.
The spots were also a response
to new mandates placed by the
city of San Jose on motorized
scooter-sharing companies.
Though not every city with
scooter-sharing devices faces
the same circumstances as San
Jose, Mayor Sam Liccardo took
a unique approach in dealing
with scooter laws.
Liccardo and Mayor Ted
Winterer of Santa Monica
sent a joint letter to Travis
VanderZanden, the CEO of
Bird Scooters, requesting that

the company implement safety
precautions for its devices.
“As progressive, innovationfriendly mayors, we do not like
to pit all-or-nothing regulatory
policies against innovative
technologies,” they stated. “So
we encourage you to join us
in seeking another path – one
that will better protect the safety
of our residents and help your
company avoid the existential
risk of bans.”
The “all-or-nothing” policy
Liccardo and Winterer referred
to was implemented on
campuses like Cleveland State
University.
Following the death of a
21-year-old woman in Cleveland,
the university banned motorized
scooters and their respective
scooter-sharing companies on
MOTORIZED | Page 2
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was
the
smoking
environment.
“During our first weekend,
I was surprised that cup of
noodles and popcorn were
being sold so fast,” Aguiar
said. “I am assuming the cold
weather played a part.”
Although Aguiar’s place
has a foundation for its
menu, “the plan is to keep
adding items as time goes
on,” according to Aguiar.
“We kept items from
[Nguyen] like Vietnamese
coffee and sandwiches,”
Aguiar said. “Eventually, we
will be selling seafood on the
weekends as a promotion.”
“Most of the time when I
go to a pool hall, it’s later in
the night with my friends,

we have already eaten,
something that would go
great with alcohol would
be nice,” said computer
engineering junior Jonathan
Beard.
Aguiar has ideas about
possible promotions to bring
in customers in the near
future, but he said not having
an alcohol license is slowing
the process down.
“We are working on a
promotion once we are able
to serve alcohol to bring
in couples. Bring in your
girlfriend and she gets half
off her drinks,” said Aguiar.
“That way we can double on
numbers in attendance.”
“Price is definitely a huge
factor for me. I would prefer
playing at cheaper prices and
I am not bothered by music
so I do not have to worry
about that,” said Darren
Wong, a software engineer

Follow Javier on Twitter
@JavyALVZ408
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San Jose resident Jonathan Carrasco takes his shot at Bryan’s Billiards.
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its campus.
Students at SJSU noticed the lack
of local safety precautions taken by
scooter-sharing companies.
“I never see anyone wearing a
helmet,” said undeclared freshman
Christian Drake.
SJSU students have also taken
notice of the sheer number of these
motorized scooters around campus.
“They’re everywhere,” said
business freshman Ashur Wong.
“They’re on the ground and in a
variety of places.”
Liccardo, along with City
Council members Raul Peralez
and Devora Davis, issued safety
guidelines for companies to
follow in an effort to reduce
the problems noticed by
SJSU students and San Jose
residents alike.
Geofencing is referenced in the
guidelines, which is GPS tracking
to enforce a maximum speed on the
scooters depending on its location.
San Jose representatives would
also like companies to share user
data with the city in order to
understand frequent routes and
build infrastructure around that.
The infrastructure the city is
hoping to build for these scooters
includes suitable bike lanes in
all commonly used streets and
more designated parking lots for

RIDE

On Tuesday, Feb. 12, the Spartan Daily published an article titled
“Officers bid for SJSU police chief position” where
Gina Haynes di Napoli was misidentified.
Spartan Daily regrets this error.
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the scooters.
These guidelines are more liberal
compared to the route other cities
have taken when dealing with the
motorized scooter epidemic.
The city of Phoenix for example,
banned scooter-sharing companies
and their devices from the
entire city.
So far, the new parking lots at
SJSU have not been put to use the
way the school intended. Many
students on campus are unaware
that the lots even exist.
“They put up parking lots for
them?” asked kinesiology freshman
Kasey Javier. “I had no idea, where
are they?”
Scooter-sharing
companies
such as Lime and Bird are not only
behind on establishing dedicated
scooter parking lots, but they also
have yet to begin implementing
geofencing within their devices.
According to Drake, a frequent
user of Bird scooters, the company
has so far only reduced the
maximum speed on the devices.
“Yeah I used to be able to hit 20
[miles per hour] on those things,”
he said. “They slowed them down
yeah. They’re still fast, though.”
It is unclear at this time
whether more safety measures will
be applied. The city of San Jose
has yet to respond to the lack of
execution on the scooter-sharing
company’s part.

senior and president of
SJSU’s pool club.
Price is a common answer
when students were asked
what important factors take
place when deciding on a
place to practice their shot.
“A lot of places, the average
rate I’ve seen is about $8 an
hour. I’ve seen some places
do $10 to $12, especially if
they are starting up, which is
a pretty big deterrent,” Beard
said. “You have to really have
a lot of other attractions and
really good food if you are
going to be doing that.”
Billiards is an international
game and has different
environments around the
world. However, the concept
of the game does not change
– making your balls in
the pockets.
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earlier in the day, like 4 or
5 p.m.,” he said. “Plus, I
just learned how to stack
scooters on top of each
other, so now I can ride
back to my apartment
with a lot more of them.”
Without a car to drive,
Widergren can only take
home as many scooters as
he can hold on his own.
He keeps the scooters
lined up in the hallway
leading to the kitchen of
his cramped apartment.
All of them plugged into
multi-outlet power strips
spread across the floor
like land mines.
They become like
pieces of furniture when
left to charge next to the
television overnight.
Nevertheless, Widergren
said
his
roommates
have no problem with
his operation.
“It pays more than the
retail [jobs] did,” he said.
Rosas and Widergren
collectively take home
more than 100 scooters
a day, yet it is only a
fraction of the total
amount
roaming
in
San Jose.
According to John
Ristow, acting director
of the city’s department
of transportation, there
are approximately 1,700
motorized scooters in

I just learned how to stack scooters on
top of each other, so now I can ride back
to my apartment with a lot more of
them.
Jeff Widergren
SJSU electrical engineering alumnus

the city.
Back on campus, at 10
p.m., the rain was hitting
Rosas in all directions
while his wife waited
inside the truck for him to
load up the scooters.
The
trunk
was
brimmed
with
overlapping
scooters,
barely leaving enough
room for Rosas to
look
through
his
rearview mirror.
He pulled at his truck
bed extender one last time.
Now, his only concern was
arriving home to say good
night to his children.
“My son says he wants
to play soccer for Stanford
or Berkeley,” said Rosas.
“It would be nice if he
stayed close to home.”
Brian Darby, an adult
education
instructor
in Santa Clara, told the
San Jose City Council
on Dec. 18 that charging
scooters could be a great
vocational opportunity for
people with intellectual
disabilities as well.
“A lot of work can be
given to them and they

can learn how to manage
these things,” Darby
said. “They can bring the
scooters home, clean them
up and charge them.”
At the same city council
meeting, Vice Mayor
Magdalena
Carrasco
also spoke highly of
both Lime and Bird. In
particular, she thanked
them for facilitating a
“shared economy.”
Carrasco said she
recalled seeing SJSU
students
take
home
multiple scooters. She
later
realized
they
were harvesting them
for money.
“I know it’s [the
company’s] model and it
works for them, but it also
works for the community,”
Carrasco said regarding
the
e mp l oy m e nt
opportunities
offered
by Lime and Bird. “It’s
nice to be able to share
the wealth.”

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@VicenteSJSU
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College doesn’t need to be ‘Animal House’
Adam Yoshikawa
STAFF WRITER

Fraternities and sororities promise to give
students the “full college
experience.”
But what defines the
“full college experience?”
Does achieving the
most out of college in
a social sense require
joining a fraternity
or sorority?
According to sociology junior Manuel Cobarrubias, the full college
experience is “getting an
education and having
fun doing it.”
But what is it more

Interfraternity
Council (IFC), the National Panhellenic Council
(NPHC), the Panhellenic
Council (PHC) and the
United Sorority and Fraternity Council (USFC).
The fraternity and sororities’ official mission
statement on the SJSU
site reads “We aspire to
facilitate and develop
a community of genuine connections, promote the pursuit of high
achievements, and instill a dedication to service and justice, all in

When it comes down to the
fundamentals, a student’s
college experience is whatever
they make of it.
about? The fun or an
actual education? SJSU
fraternity and sorority members believe in
having both.
According to San
Jose State’s website,
SJSU has more than 40
Greek organizations that
are members of four
governing councils.
These include the

an effort to elevate the
student experience.”
The media often depicts the ideal “college experience” as a
series of wild nights
filled with drinking
and partying with one’s
“bros” and “sisters.”
In reality, there is no
right or wrong way to
attend college. When it

comes down to the fundamentals, a student’s
college experience is
whatever they make
of it.
Like
many
students, I recall being
approached by several
fraternities during their
recruiting sessions.
Fraternity recruiters
told me things such as
“You will get the full college experience, bro” and
“Go Greek. It’ll open up
your networking.”
While I don’t deny
that joining a fraternity
is a good way to broaden one’s social and professional network, I still
have lingering doubts as
ADAM YOSHIKAWA | SPARTAN DAILY
to what the full college
experience really is.
Mechanical engineering junior Joel Maniago carries letters belonging to the Alpha
“When I joined, [Greek Kappa Omega fraternity for a recruiting session at the 7th Street Plaza.
life] gave me an opportunity to branch out and
meet new people,” SJSU people go here, get their age GPA among Greek when it comes to the “full
college experience,” their
management
senior degree and leave. I mean members was 3.0.
The average GPA for version of it still makes
if you’re gonna do it
Gerald Bernales said.
Bernales is the man- you might as well do it a San Jose State stu- my eyebrow raise when
ager of the university’s with your whole heart,” dent is a 3.4, according hearing the phrase.
Maybe I’m stuck in
to the California State
Alpha Kappa Psi chapter. Hoak added.
the mud on this, but
Another concept I University site.
“I get to see new perconvinced
that
I find this impres- I’m
spectives on how peo- found interesting is
oneself
ple interact with each that fraternities and so- sive given that most immersing
other and how every- rorities require their houses have about 20 into Greek life on
campus is not the only
thing kinda works,” members to maintain a members each.
After talking to many way to gain the total
certain grade point avBernales added.
“The full college ex- erage and to report their different members of the college experience.
Rather,
it’s
one
various Greek chapters at
perience is whatever grades regularly.
These reports must be SJSU, I now believe that of the many types
you can get out of it, I
mean you’re paying to issued to both the stu- Greek life opens up your of experiences.
What you come
go here, you’re given all dent’s respective Greek social and professional
out with, no matthese resources and a organization as well as networking chances.
Partying and drinking ter what groups you
lot of people don’t take the administration.
According to the are just some things that choose, that is your
advantage of it,” said
college experience.
business management school’s website depict- come with it.
The chapters are a tight
freshman Matthew Hoak ing the overall cumulative grades of the spring knit family who watch
of Sigma Nu.
Follow Adam on Instagram
“You know, a lot of 2018 semester, the aver- over each other, but
@yoshi_kawa_

Spartan Daily editors’
favorite love songs
NOTHING CAN CHANGE THIS
LOVE
Sam Cooke
selected by
Nick Zamora
BABY I NEED YOUR LOVING
Four Tops
selected by
Jana Kadah

GREEN EYES
Cold Play
selected by
Lindsey Boyd
ROS
Mac Miller
selected by
Johanna Martin
WITH YOU
Chris Brown
selected by
Kelsey Valle

TEENAGE LOVE AFFAIR
Alicia Keys
selected by
Kayla Flores
MELTING
Kali Uchis
selected by
Vicente Vera
ETERNAL LOVE
Michael Learns to Rock
selected by
Huan Xun Chan
GOD ONLY KNOWS
The Beach Boys
selected by
Eduardo Teixeira
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE
Bee Gees
selected by
Hugo Vera

NEVER TEAR US APART
INXS
selected by
Myla La Bine
MAGIC
Coldplay
selected by
Winona Rajamohan
MAKE YOU FEEL MY LOVE
Adele
selected by
Jessica Ballardo
YOUR MAN
Josh Turner
selected by
Melody del Rio
SURFER GIRL
Beach Boys
selected by
Mike Corpos
Listen to this
playlist on Spotify:

https://spoti.fi/2POfuWY
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Saturday is rugby day for SJSU’s club team
By Alyson Chuyang
STAFF WRITER

Rain poured down on
San Jose State’s CEFCU
Stadium Saturday afternoon, and the floodlights
illuminated the field for
an aggressive match.
SJSU’s women’s rugby
team hosted CSU Monterey
Bay and won its third
home game.
The 42 women that
make up SJSU’s women’s
rugby team compete in
the West Coast Division
II Women’s Conference,
which includes California
state and private universities and University of
Nevada, Reno.
This season, the team
has won all three home
games and finished with
one tie and one loss in
its conference. They
tied in the conference
with first-place team
Saint Mary’s (41-41) and
are hoping to qualify
for playoffs.
James Fonda, the newly
appointed head coach,
spoke well of the team
despite its recruitment
struggles from the season
before. He said the team
barely had enough girls
to put the necessary 15
players out on the field
last year.
“This year we finally got some really good
recruiting from Tiffany
Perez, and so we got a
new coaching staff, and
we’ve done pretty well.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TIFFANY PEREZ

Members of the 2019 San Jose State rugby team raise their fists in the air as they break from a team huddle.

The girls are having fun
and that’s what it’s really
about,” Fonda said.
Because of her extensive recruitment efforts,
current club president
Tiffany Perez transformed
the club from not having
enough women to play
in a match, to more than
enough for two teams to
switch out for games.
Perez joined the team
last year and within that

year of playing she was
voted president for her
background in recreation
management, which she
is currently studying as
a senior.
Her passion for the
club drives her to be the
best leader she can be for
the team.
“Our team has gone
from a small rugby club
to a student organization
that provides more than

rugby,” Perez said. “Rugby
is such an amazing sport
with respectable morals
and values that come with
it and I think my favorite part is being a voice
for that.”
Though Perez is graduating this spring, she has
a vision for the future of
the club.
“I am already setting
up some plans for the
girls this summer and

next semester to supplement their training with a
physical trainer, a mentality trainer and also some
sponsors,” she said.
“We are raising and supporting educated, intelligent and hard-working
ladies and I know my girls
will succeed on the field
and in life because of the
program that we have.”
For women interested in joining but unsure

about the level of intensity
rugby brings, the current
players confirm the team
caters to women of all
athletic backgrounds.
From graduate students
who have played their
whole college career to
women who have no experience at all, the rugby
team’s coaches and captains assure that everyone
has a chance to play.
“If you want to get better, they expect you to
make that effort,” third
year Tyra Furtado said.
“But they’re not going
to not play you because
you’re not as good. As
long as you show up to
practice and you show
that you’re trying, they
will put you in.”
Furtado came from a
very athletic background
and was involved in many
high school sports. She
quickly discovered rugby
is her favorite.
“This combined everything that I loved: strength,
running and endurance,”
said Furtado. “And on top
of that, you get the sisterhood and you make all
these new friends.”
The team will play its
last home game of the season on March 9 against
University of Nevada,
Reno and like all the
women on the team say,
“Saturday is rugby day!”
Follow Alyson on Twitter
@alysoncy

Cheerleading is not just a sport for women
By Roman Contreras
and Cindy Cuellar
STAFF WRITERS

Contrary to popular
belief, cheerleading is not
the feminine sport people
may think it is.
The Los Angeles Rams
made headlines because
of their inclusion of what
many believe was the first
male cheerleader in Super
Bowl LIII. Although, this
is not the groundbreaking
event some are making it
out to be.
“That’s actually not
the first time male cheerleaders have been in the
Super Bowl, the Baltimore
Ravens have a stunt team
and they did it in Super
Bowl XLVII,” said senior
San Jose State cheerleader
Ryan Hale.
It was not until the
1900s that cheerleading
became a female dominated sport. Prior to modern
day practices, cheerleading
teams were all male, and
they were called “yell leaders,” according to Spartan
Daily records.
“It actually started with
guys, and when you get
to the college level it’s
dominated by men. You
have the best teams in
the world like Kentucky
or Alabama, their teams
have like 12 guys and like
10 girls,” said Hale.
Before creating assumptions about male cheerleaders, it is important to
note all the different areas
cheerleading can encompass. Hale mentioned
that there is much more
to cheer than pom poms,
skirts and dancing.
Performing stunts like
tumbling, lifting and tossing people in the air takes
incredible strength and
agility that only an athlete

could possess.
“I think anyone who
does like a day in the life
of a cheerleader would
be like holy moley, this is
insane,” said cheer coach
Heather Limosnero.
Limosnero cheered for
SJSU for about four years
before deciding she wanted
to come back and coach for
the same team.
As far as coaching is concerned, Limosnero does not
discriminate.
“I try to train them all
the same, whether it’s a

It [cheerleading]
actually started
with guys, and
when you get to
the college level
it’s dominated by
men.
Ryan Hale
SJSU Cheerleader

male or a female, I look at
the group as a whole and
say okay here’s your skill
level as a group as compared to an individual,”
said Limosnero.
“Sometimes it’s easier to coach the males
because their muscles
might be more developed
than a female’s, but I
think that’s the only difference” she added.
With the culture of
acceptance in the West,
Limosnero feels the
West Coast is behind in
terms of cheerleading.
She says she finds it odd
that there are not more
male cheerleaders here.
Sophomore
aspiring
business major Gerardo

Mendoza said he grew
up
surounded
by
male cheerleaders.
“I went to an all boys
school so we called them
‘yell leaders,’ and each
time we scored points
at a football game they
would do one push up for
each point.”
Competing in cheer at
the college level is a big
accomplishment.
“College [cheer] is basically like the top, like we
can do things that no allstar team is legally allowed
to do,” said Hale.
The SJSU cheer team
currently has four male
members among 13 female
members. When discussing how he got into cheer,
Hale explained he started in
junior high and hasn’t given
up his love for it since.
The decision to continue
on to college cheer came
after Hale witnessed an
SJSU cheer practice.
“They were just about to
win their second national championship so they
were on fire, and I was just
like, ‘I want to do this,’ ”
said Hale.
Both Hale and Limosnero
made it clear that they have
not received any negative
feedback for being a male
cheerleader or coaching
other males in cheer.
They view it as an
important part of their
lives and hope to take
the skills they have
learned from cheer into
their futures.
“I’m all about college
cheer. I’m graduating in
fall 2019, but I don’t see
really see myself leaving
cheer,” said Hale.
Follow Roman and
Cindy on Instagram
@roaminroman_52
@_cindigo

MAURICIO LA PLANTE | SPARTAN DAILY

Cheerleader Ryan Hale springs into the air and does a back tuck accross the Event
Center floor during the halftime preformance at an SJSU basketball game.
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Pixar’s campus visit animates students
By Victoria Franco
STAFF WRITER

Derek Thompson’s 14year career with Pixar
Studios led him to be part
of the storyboard team of
movies such as “Wall-E,”
“Cars 2,” “Brave,” “Men in
Black” and “Incredibles 2.”
San Jose State students,
along with Thompson,
were
welcomed
by
“Shrunkenheadmen,” SJSU’s
Animat ion/Illustration
Club, on Tuesday.
David Chai, program
coordinator for animation
and illustration at SJSU,
has worked with a variety
of studios in the animation
and illustration industry.
Chai’s 25-year career
allowed him to use his
connections to bring Pixar
employees to campus.
“These
programs
usually will reach out
to us to do recruitment
events such as this one,”
Chai said.
CINDY CUELLAR | SPARTAN DAILY
As students gathered in
Yoshihiro Uchida Hall, the Pixar storyboard artist Derek Thompson signs and presents a book of autographs to Shrunkenheadman Haruka Soto.
excitement and eagerness
was apparent on their
“When I started this I
After only a day of work,” Thompson said.
laughs in the room.
faces while they waited had five words. ‘Helen, work, Thompson took
Thompson reminded
Thompson continued
for the presentation.
sneaks, finds big brain’ is those sketches into thumb students that work is to take students on the
With
roughly
100 what I started ‘Incredibles positions and gave the not all business.
journey of adding music to
students in attendance, 2’ with. And that is all drawings some shading.
Within the making of scenes. Sketches became
the floor was given to I had to work with,”
Again, a repetition of scenes, some laughter is more drawn out and note
Thompson to begin his said Thompson.
what each scene suggested shared among workers taking sessions cleaned up
presentation about how the
As he continued on with would come to mind to
help
brainstorm the rest of the scenes from
storyboard process works.
his presentation, he showed and the progression of more ideas.
the movie.
As raw ideas and the audience how few words shots formed.
He explained that at
Before students knew
words were placed onto on a board led to potential
He went on to describe one point, someone in it, Thompson was ready
a storyboard, Thompson questions as to what each how the rest of the the room questioned if to show how his sketches
started to think about character was doing.
production of the sketches Thompson’s
drawings transformed into the
where he wanted to go
Soon, those questions developed.
would lead to Elastigirl scenes from the movie.
with the “Incredibles” led him to draw “shaggy”
“A few days later I was being faced with a villain
An audience member
movie and what ideas he sketches of scenes all now pitching and getting holding a hatchet, which yelled “Woah!” upon
already had.
within one working day.
notes on what to fix in my caused a breakout of seeing the aftermath of

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

the scene.
The
seminar
then
opened up for the
audience to ask any
questions
about
the
animation and illustration
business from a Pixar
worker’s perspective.
Thompson was asked
about what makes an
applicant’s portfolio stand
out from others.
Thompson was quick
to state what can set
someone apart from the
rest of the group is a
unique way of showcasing
his or her craft.
“We see a large number
of portfolios. Ideally we
want something with a
personal touch. Give us
a sense of who you are
before we even meet you,”
said Thompson.
Someone
in
the
audience
who
could
resonate with having
a
standout
portfolio
was fourth year student
Mackenzie Goff.
Goff
submitted
her
portfolio prior to the event
and was able to meet with
Pixar employees to talk
about her work.
“It is good to get
personal advice and I got
an interview with Pixar.
It makes things more
tangible,” said Goff.
Pixar Studios will have
more opportunities for
students in the illustration
and animation field to
submit their work and
possibly score an internship
with them.
Follow Victoria on Twitter
@ayeeevickyy

JOKIN’
AROUND
Do you have
a date for
Valentine’s
Day?

Yes, it is February
14th.

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Throw out
6. Beams
10. Austrian peaks
14. Hebrew unit of weight
15. Curved molding
16. Not hot
17. Love intensely
18. Satyr
19. Unwakable state
20. Deeply agitated
22. Catch a glimpse of
23. Card with one symbol
24. Small islands
26. Cue
30. Washing machine cycle
32. Englishman
33. Counterfeits
37. Wicked
38. Prods
39. Backside
40. Captives
42. Rock
43. More pleasant
44. The first event in a series
45. Implied
47. American Dental Association

48. Shower alternative
49. Muscle-building exercises
56. River of Spain
57. Gumbo
58. Related to tides
59. Agitate
60. Central points
61. Swelling under the skin
62. A neutral color
63. Back talk
64. Adjust again
DOWN
1. Quaint outburst
2. A Star Wars hero
3. God of love
4. A heavy open wagon
5. Medical care
6. Scoundrel
7. All excited
8. “Sure”
9. Contexts
10. Speed up
11. Not tight
12. Gauderies
13. Kill
21. Behave

25. South southeast
26. Implored
27. Rend
28. Leave out
29. Somber
30. “Message received and understood”
31. Angers
33. No charge
34. Weightlifters pump this
35. Feudal worker
36. Clairvoyant
38. Anointings
41. 3 in Roman numerals
42. Sprinkle
44. Lyric poem
45. Small drum
46. Courtyards
47. Store
48. Large mass of ice
50. Gull-like bird
51. Spheres
52. Go on horseback
53. Midmonth date
54. Arrived
55. Thin strip
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Feather frenzy takes over downtown
Photos by Alyson Chuyang, Staff Writer

Those who attended Feathers of Fury had an opportunity to decorate their pillows
and then wage a friendly war on everyone around them.

Greyson Jones winds up as he prepares to swing his pillow during the Feathers of
Fury pillow flight on Feb. 10.

Greyson
was one of
the
numerous
attendees
to take
part in this
annual
San Jose
pillow fight.

San Jose Pillow
Fight organizer
Justin Triano looks
over his shoulder to
watch for potential
pillow attacks.

San Jose Giants mascot Gigante joined in the fun at Feathers of Fury’s ninth
annual pillow fight in downtown San Jose.

